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Carbon stocks in central African forests enhanced
by elephant disturbance
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Simone Vieira 8, Marcos Scaranello4, Giuseppe Scarascia-Mugnozza1 and Christopher E. Doughty

9

Large herbivores, such as elephants, can have important effects on ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles. Yet, the influence
of elephants on the structure, productivity and carbon stocks in Africa’s rainforests remain largely unknown. Here, we quantify
those effects by incorporating elephant disturbance in the Ecosystem Demography model, and verify the modelled effects by
comparing them with forest inventory data from two lowland primary forests in Africa. We find that the reduction of forest stem
density due to the presence of elephants leads to changes in the competition for light, water and space among trees. These
changes favour the emergence of fewer and larger trees with higher wood density. Such a shift in African’s rainforest structure
and species composition increases the long-term equilibrium of aboveground biomass. The shift also reduces the forest net
primary productivity, given the trade-off between productivity and wood density. At a typical density of 0.5 to 1 animals per km2,
elephant disturbances increase aboveground biomass by 26–60 t ha−1. Conversely, the extinction of forest elephants would
result in a 7% decrease in the aboveground biomass in central African rainforests. These modelled results are confirmed by
field inventory data. We speculate that the presence of forest elephants may have shaped the structure of Africa’s rainforests,
which probably plays an important role in differentiating them from Amazonian rainforests.

M

egaherbivores and large herbivores (terrestrial vertebrates
with body mass greater than 1,000 kg and 45–1,000 kg,
respectively) can have profound effects on ecosystems and
biogeochemical cycles by consuming biomass, transporting nutrients and changing plant mortality1–5. The extinction of most megaherbivores at the end of the Pleistocene induced cascading effects on
plant communities and ecosystem functioning1–3,5. Megaherbivores
and most large herbivores are now endangered, and their disappearance may have important ecological repercussions1–4. Elephants,
one of the last remaining megaherbivores, are classified as vulnerable (Loxodonta) or endangered (Elephas) by the International
Union for Conservation of Nature Red List6. The ecosystem-engineering role of savannah elephants (L. africana Blumenbach, 1797)
has been studied extensively7 but much less is known about the role
of forest elephants (L. cyclotis Matschie, 1900) in African rainforests. Forest elephants are rapidly declining in numbers8 and have
mostly received attention for their role as seed dispersers9–11. Forest
elephants are found in west and central African forests; they are not
found in Amazonia, nor is any comparable species. The presence of
elephants in central African rainforests could partly explain some
of their distinctive features compared with Amazonian forests.
Despite similar climate and soil conditions, central African forests
have a lower average stem density (426 ± 11 stems ha−1), larger tree
diameters (average ≈ 31 cm) and higher mean aboveground biomass
(AGB) (~360–430 Mg ha−1 dry weight) compared to Amazonian
forests (~600 ± 11 stems ha−1, ~25 cm and ~260–340 Mg ha−1,
respectively)12–14. Although Amazonia has some high-AGB areas,
elephants may contribute to biome-scale differences between
the two continents over long timescales. Forest elephants kill and

browse trees smaller than 30 cm in diameter that are located on and
near trails used for movement; a size class subject to strong light
competition15. We hypothesize that the chronic thinning of those
small trees by elephants alleviates competition for resources in the
low canopy strata, allowing surviving trees to attain large sizes—a
process that gives rise to higher total AGB stocks at the stand level.
To test this hypothesis, elephant disturbance was incorporated
into a mechanistic forest-stand model (ED216; see Methods). The
model simulations were evaluated against measurements of tree
size and wood density at two Congo Basin sites (see Methods) with
contrasting elephant disturbance11,17. The ED2 model simulates
horizontal and vertical vegetation heterogeneity in long-term forest succession, plant competition for resources leading to mortality and stochastic disturbance events (for example, tree fall). Plant
functional diversity in ED2 is represented by three plant functional
types (PFTs): early-successional trees (shade-intolerant, fast-growing pioneers, low wood density), mid-successional trees (intermediate) and late-successional trees (shade-tolerant, slow-growing,
canopy-dominant and high wood density) (see the PFT parameters
in Supplementary Table 1). We represented elephant disturbance by
increasing the mortality of trees with diameters <30 cm based on
observations of plant survival rates from browsing or trampling18,19.
Mortality was inversely proportional to tree size and proportional
to animal population density4. We performed idealized site-level
simulations to analyse the sensitivity of forest properties to different animal densities that are representative of central Africa. These
densities ranged from 0.25 to 5 individuals km−2 (refs. 8,20).
Here we show that elephant disturbance changes forest structure,
increases AGB and average tree diameter, and reduces stem density,
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Fig. 1 | Simulated stand-scale AGB and NPP in response to different elephant population densities in the Congo Basin. The percentage changes in ABG
(left) and NPP (right) were calculated relative to a control simulation (without elephants) with equilibrium values of 388 Mg ha−1 (AGB) and 33 Mg ha−1 yr−1
(NPP). Elephants were introduced at t = 0, after the control simulation. Elephant densities (individuals km−2) have been aggregated into bins: low (0.25),
medium (0.5, 0.75, 1 and 2), high (3 and 4) and extreme (5).

consistent with the hypothesis that megaherbivores may have contributed to the differences between African and Amazonian rainforests14. These findings have implications for carbon policy and
elephant conservation and demonstrate the transformative role of
forest elephants and large herbivores and the far-ranging ecological
consequences of their past and present extinctions.

Modelled effects of elephant disturbance

We found that, starting from an initial steady state with no elephants (see Methods), the introduction of elephants causes a temporary (125–250 yr) reduction in AGB that is caused by the increase
in small tree mortality. This transient reduction is then reversed and
higher, long-term AGB than without elephants is obtained at low,
medium and high elephant densities (Fig. 1). This new long-term
equilibrium is reached between 250 and 1,000 yr after elephants are
introduced (Supplementary Fig. 1). Intermediate and high elephant
densities lead to the highest increase in equilibrium AGB (77% and
43% higher than without elephants, respectively; Fig. 1). At low
elephant density, however, the increase in AGB is only about 18%.
At extreme densities, the equilibrium AGB is similar (−4%) to the
control forest. In contrast to AGB, simulated net primary productivity (NPP) at the stand level is systematically lower when elephants
are present (Fig. 1).
This reduction in NPP ranges between 42% and 48% below
the control value at medium, high and extreme elephant densities,
and 22% at low density. Within the stand, however, the NPP of large
trees (diameters >50 cm) is 90 kgC yr−1 compared to 65 kgC yr−1
without elephants (Supplementary Fig. 2). Thus, the reduction in stem density due to thinning by elephants clearly favours
the growth of large trees by reducing competition for light, water
and space (Fig. 2a). Changes in AGB and NPP are also associated
with changes in the relative amounts of the different PFTs (Fig. 2b
and Supplementary Fig. 1). Elephant disturbance reduces (and in
the extreme case suppresses) the recruitment of early- and midsuccessional PFTs. These two PFTs are suppressed directly by
elephants and indirectly by changes in understory environmental
conditions (light and water used by larger trees; Fig. 2a). Conversely,
late-successional trees become dominant and eventually account
for 47–100% of the total basal area (Fig. 2b). Late-successional
trees in ED2 are prescribed on the basis of observations to be less
productive and to have a higher wood density than the other two
PFTs21. Consequently, the high abundance of late-successional trees
in forests appropriated by elephants reduces NPP, but also increases
the equilibrium AGB. Figure 2a summarizes the directional
changes in the processes that affect the relative amounts of PFTs,
forest structure and, ultimately, NPP and AGB. At medium and
high elephant densities, the fraction of large trees increases but the
fraction of 30–50 cm diameter trees is conversely reduced by
half (Fig. 2c). Overall, stem density is lower in elephant-disturbed

forests (Supplementary Fig. 3). With elephants, the total leaf area
index (LAI, a measure of canopy cover) is within 5% of the control,
but the LAI of large trees is ~70% higher than without elephants;
this leads to ~50% less light reaching the understory, which further
inhibits the growth of small trees (Supplementary Fig. 2). Large
trees capture more water and water stress of seedlings (diameters
<0.2 cm) increases by a factor of three with elephants, whereas
the water stress of trees >10 cm is slightly alleviated (up to 2–4%)
(Supplementary Fig. 2). These modelled responses of LAI and
light availability have been observed in experimentally thinned
plots22. Overall, elephants have a thinning effect that transforms
the structure of tropical forests (Fig. 2c and Supplementary
Fig. 4). This transformation creates environmental conditions that
favour canopy-dominant, slow-growing, late-successional trees
that can persist at low light and water levels until they emerge from
the understory.

Observed effects of elephants from forest inventory data

We then evaluated the model predictions against inventory data
from two sites. One site includes both elephant-disturbed plots (near
or on elephant trails) and undisturbed plots (Ndoki, Republic of
Congo17; 0.56 individuals km−2). The other site is completely undisturbed (LuiKotale, Democratic Republic of Congo11). LuiKotale can
be considered a valid reference site because of the relatively large
surveyed area (15 ha) and because it has no logging or other disturbances, unlike the nearly all other surveyed sites that lack elephants8. The data summarized in Table 1 confirm key ED2 result
that AGB and tree size are higher, and that stem density is lower,
in the elephant-disturbed plots (Table 1, Fig. 2, Supplementary
Figs. 3 and 5 and Supplementary Table 3). The AGB at Ndoki is
690 Mg ha−1 compared with 582 Mg ha−1 at LuiKotale (Table 1)—a
relative difference of 16%, which is comparable to the model output
shown at intermediate densities (Fig. 1, Fig. 3a and Table 1). The
fraction of small trees with diameters of 10–30 cm is also lower at
Ndoki compared with LuiKotale, which is comparable to the model
results (Fig. 2c, Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 3). At Ndoki we can
also compare disturbed and undisturbed plots. The disturbed plots
have a higher abundance of large trees (diameters >70 cm; P = 0.1)
contributing to the higher AGB (Supplementary Table 3). A significantly higher wood density of trees, particularly small ones (diameters <30 cm), is also observed in the Ndoki plots that have been
disturbed by elephants (Table 1); this is consistent with the simulated effect of the dominance of the hardwood late-successional
PFT (Fig. 2b and Table 1). The opposite is observed at LuiKotale,
where both small trees (10–30 cm diameter) and poles (<10 cm
diameter) have lower wood densities (0.69 kg m−3 and 0.72 kg m−3,
respectively) than larger trees (0.73 kg m−3cm). These differences
alone would lead to AGB gains of a similar magnitude to our modelled results (Fig. 3a) and are statistically significant (Wilcoxon test
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Fig. 2 | Stand-scale effect of elephant disturbance. a, Changes in stand properties and resource availability by size class. Gains (green) and losses (red)
are relative to the control forest. DBH, diameter at breast height. b, Long-term effect of the prescribed density scenarios on equilibrium basal area and
the composition of PFTs. c, Relative percentage of trees in each size class across density scenarios. Prescribed elephant densities have been aggregated
as described in Fig. 1. The dashed lines and shaded areas represent the control (no elephants) at equilibrium and its standard deviation. The error bars
indicate the standard deviation at equilibrium of the elephant-disturbed forests.

Table 1 | Comparison between sites disturbed and undisturbed by elephants

Size class

AGB (Mg ha−1)
(CI)

Stem density
(Ind. ha−1) (CI)

Percentage of
Mean tree size (m2) (CI) Mean wood density (kg m−3) (median)
small trees (CI)

All

All

<30 cm

All

All

<30 cm

≥30 cm

Disturbed
Ndoki (4.6 ha)

690 (549–810)

372* (326–417)

72** (67–74)

0.114*** (0.086–0.142)

0.69 (0.69)

0.71*** (0.71)

0.64*** (0.67)

ED2 model (stand)

672 (659–700)

240 (207–277)

61 (55–65)

0.145 (0.110–0.18)

0.82 (0.81)

0.79 (0.79)

0.84 (0.88)

Undisturbed
Ndoki (23 ha)

439 (424–454)

366 (359–373)

NA

NA

0.64 (0.64)

NA

NA

ED2 model (stand)

382 (377–387)

372 (329–415)

64 (59–69)

0.095 (0.087–0.103)

0.71 (0.71)

0.71 (0.71)

0.71 (0.71)

LuiKotale (15 ha)

582 (490–671)

436* (410–461)

80** (79–81)

0.076*** (0.074–0.078)

0.72 (0.71)

0.72*** (0.70) 0.73*** (0.75)

Central Africa12

429 (NA)

425 (414–436)

NA

0.074 (NA)

0.65 (NA)

NA

NA

The total area inventoried at each site is shown in parentheses. All refers to trees with diameter >10 cm (forest inventories usually do not measure trees <10 cm). Details on AGB calculation and reference
datasets are provided in the Methods. The ED2 model with elephants is the average of stand-scale results at a prescribed elephant density of 0.5–1 individuals km−2. Statistical comparisons are across
sites (Ndoki disturbed versus LuiKotale only), except for wood density (within-site). Asterisks indicate significance level for statistical comparison: *P < 0.001; **P < 0.0001; ***P < 0.00001. CI, confidence
interval (shown in parentheses).

P value < 0.0001), but note the wood density at Ndoki is not higher
overall than that at LuiKotale. Given the inverse correlation between
trees’ individual growth rates and their wood densities23, NPP at
Ndoki may be reduced by elephants (as predicted by ED2), but we
did not have woody NPP estimates from successive inventories to
confirm this finding.

Long-term effects of elephant extirpation on biomass

After evaluating the ED2 results against the limited site-level
inventories available, we then outlined a rough estimate of how
elephants have altered the biomass of the entire central African forest (2.2 million km2). In the real world, elephant density is unlikely
to be uniform because individuals are localized near trails, like
those at Ndoki, where they feed on fruits. Their migration results
in small-scale gradients in disturbance and forest structure.
This small-scale heterogeneity of elephant disturbance was not
Nature Geoscience | www.nature.com/naturegeoscience

explicitly modelled, but was instead parameterized (see Methods).
We defined the elephant ‘range’ as the percentage of an area occupied by elephants. Inside the elephant range, even when they are
endemic, there is always a fraction of undisturbed forest. The
pre-hunting early-nineteenth-century forest elephant population
in central African forests was estimated at 1 million individuals24
(mean density of 0.5 individuals km−2). At such a density, ~10% of
the forest would have been disturbed by elephants—a reasonable
assumption that matches observed heterogeneous elephant disturbance across the landscape18 (see Methods). By the 1980s, elephant
population dropped to 0.17–0.4 million and reached a density of
0.11–0.36 individuals km−2 (refs. 24,25); by 2011 it had dropped to
0.1 million at a density of 0.16 individuals km−2 (ref. 8) (Fig. 3b). This
nearly complete extirpation of elephants is estimated to have caused
a reduction in the equilibrium biomass of central African forests
of ~7% (2.9 ± 0.06 PgC). This reduction may not be completely
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Fig. 3 | Summary of the regional effect of elephant disturbance on AGB. a, Change in AGB carbon (upscaled from stand to ha, see main text and
Methods) compared with the control forest as a function of the prescribed elephant densities. The blue line is the fitted polynomial regression. Error bars
represent confidence intervals. b, Elephant-induced increase in AGB across the central African rainforest zone (total area = 2.2 million km2) as a function of
the total population and range occupied by elephants (see the main text and Methods). Historical population estimates from previous studies were used
to calculate the (committed) loss of biomass carbon caused by progressive elephant extirpation8,24,25.

realized yet, given the slow response of forests to changes in elephant densities (Fig. 1), but this estimate can be viewed as a committed change in AGB.

Ecological and conservation implications

The selective removal of young trees by elephants is similar to the
ecological process of self-thinning, which empirically relates a
decrease in tree density to an increase in biomass per unit area26.
Elephants kill small trees and target light-demanding pioneer species that are more palatable and have fewer defenses against herbivores than slow-growing species27. Elephants thus by-pass the
natural succession initiated by tree fall that creates the gaps that
allow the recruitment of light-demanding species with low wood
density—a process that constrains AGB28. Short-term (10–30 yr)
variations in forest properties when elephant densities change are
subtle and mainly involve the demography of young trees (Table 1),
as reported previously19. The effect of elephants becomes more evident in the medium term (50–150 yr; Fig. 1). Modelled long-term
changes (250–1,000 yr) are more difficult to evaluate because there
is also interplay with climate disturbances (for example, drought,
thunderstorm, and fire29) on such timescales. The field inventory
data in Table 1 offer a snapshot of the short-term effect of elephants,
which disappeared from Luikotake ~30 yr ago, and a window on
future demographic changes. The effect on AGB could not be fully
evaluated from the limited field data in Table 1. Elephants congregate around large fruiting trees, but we lack data from former trail
intersections in LuiKotale to check whether the previous presence of
elephants in those spots had favoured species with high wood densities. Other processes associated with elephants were not accounted
for in ED2. Seed dispersal and nutrient transport may affect plant
species composition, carbon stocks10,30 and primary productivity at
large scale and over very long periods31. Elephants may also further
suppress tree recruitment and maintain light gaps through frequent
visitations, although this mechanism has been observed more frequently in logged forests19. The large-scale effects over the entire
African forest depend critically on the actual area under elephant
disturbance, and on the spatial patterns of trails17; we accounted for
this in our estimate in a highly simplified manner (see Methods).

More information is needed on the frequency and extent of this type
of disturbance.
Elephant disturbance in ED2 was calibrated with observations
from elephant studies, and evaluated against limited inventory measurements. Overall, the modelled impact of elephants is consistent
with distinctive characteristics (low stem density, abundance of
large trees and high AGB) of central African forests12,14. This suggests that, compared with Amazonian forests, megaherbivores may
have played an important role in structuring African rainforests and
increasing their biomass. It is interesting to note that in our simulations, elephants caused a transition from a closed canopy to slightly
more open vegetation at only the highest density (Supplementary
Fig. 1)—a finding that does not support the hypothesis that megaherbivores alone could convert forest to open woodlands5. Rather, at
a typical density of 0.5–1 individuals km−2, elephants induce higher
equilibrium AGB. The projected decrease of ~7 ±0.1% of carbon
stocks is more than the estimated loss in tropical America and Africa
due to the disappearance of large-seeded trees and their dispersers30,
and comparable with future impacts of climate change32. Elephant
conservation may reverse this trend, which would represent a carbon storage service of US$43 billion at a conservative carbon stock
price of US$15 MgC−1 (ref. 33). The effect of elephants should also be
considered when modelling climate–carbon–nutrient interactions
using Earth system models. Our results also point out the need to
consider the forest elephant as a separate species to the savannah
elephant18, given their different disturbance behaviour and diverging roles as ecosystem engineers. This study provides evidence for
the wide-reaching impacts of forest elephants on rainforest ecosystem functioning and carbon cycling. In this context, the value of
the ecosystem services provided by the forest elephant and other
megaherbivores should be reassessed in relation to carbon storage
policy, forest management and conservation.

Online content

Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting
summaries, source data, statements of code and data availability and
associated accession codes are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41561-019-0395-6.
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Methods

ED2 model of stand structure. We used the Ecosystem Demography 2 (ED2)
model16 to simulate the dynamics and structural properties of a tropical lowland
forest within a grid cell 90 × 90 km2. ED2 is a deterministic vegetation model
that represents the heterogeneity of a forest by simulating plant ecophysiological
processes and competition for resources among plants. The climate and soil
within the simulated area (grid cell) are homogeneous and representative of the
conditions around the LuiKotale area (Democratic Republic of Congo), but the
microenvironment changes according to the horizontal and vertical structure of
the vegetation. The simulated area is divided into patches (equivalent to a few
hectares with similar disturbance history) to capture the heterogeneity of the
vegetation, which is composed of cohorts of trees with similar properties (size, age,
PFT and successional stage; for further model details see refs. 16,34).
PFTs are commonly used in vegetation models to represent the functional
diversity of plants present in the simulated domain in a simplified way. There are
three evergreen tropical PFTs in ED2: early-successional, mid-successional and
late-successional trees. Each PFT is defined by roughly 80 parameters that describe
biomass and height allometry, leaf properties, mortality, growth rate and so on. The
main differences among these tropical PFTs are highlighted in Supplementary Table 1.
In brief, early-successional trees are fast-growing pioneer plants that thrive in
light gaps, have low wood density and higher intrinsic mortality (aging mortality).
Late-successional trees are canopy-dominant, shade-tolerant, slow-growing plants
with high wood density and lower intrinsic mortality. Mid-successional trees are a
compromise between the two, but slightly closer to the late-successional PFT.
Model integration and evaluation at LuiKotale. The model was driven by climate
data from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction and National Center
for Atmospheric Research35 for 1979 to 2015 at a 6 h temporal resolution and
1.8° spatial resolution, with prescribed CO2 concentrations. The soil type was set
to xanthic ferrasol based on the FAO soil database36. We ran an initial spin-up
simulation from bare ground (just seeds and a few seedlings for each PFT) for
500 yr to reach a steady state in which the number of plants, biomass, basal area
and so on had minimal (<1%) year-to-year variation. We then compared the
average of the last 100 yr of the model output with the forest inventory data from
LuiKotale and published data from tropical African forests12,37. The model output
compared reasonably well to the LuiKotale and central Africa data in terms of
stems ha−1, basal area, mean diameter and AGB (Supplementary Table 2). Some
differences in the distribution of size classes can be observed (Supplementary Fig. 5).
It should be noted that the forest inventory is only a snapshot in time of a small
fraction of the landscape, whereas the model simulates transient vegetation and
presents an average over a large area. The simulated relative amounts of each PFT
comprise a realistic mix of early-, mid- and late-successional types (Supplementary
Fig. 6). Modelled NPP (average 17.5 Mg ha−1 yr−1) compares reasonably with field
measurements in tropical Africa (13–16 MgC ha−1 yr−1; ref. 37).
Implementation and parameterization of elephant disturbance. Disturbances in
ED2 trigger plant mortality according to specific plant properties. Disturbances are
defined by survivorship (the fraction of plants surviving a disturbance event, S),
and by the annual rate (λ) at which a disturbance is applied to a fraction of the
simulated area (A). The survivorship of plants affected by a disturbance event is
defined by:
S = 1 − (1 − exp( − μ)) / A

(1)

where µ is the instantaneous mortality rate and A is the fraction of the area which is
disturbed each year. The rate (yr−1) at which disturbance is applied to the fraction
of the simulated area is defined by:
λ = ln(1−A)

(2)

We parameterized elephant disturbance by reviewing L. cyclotis literature that
provides quantitative measurements of plant mortality caused by this species. We
excluded other elephant species because their foraging behaviour differs from
L. cyclotis38. Most studies agree that forest elephants feed and interact with trees
of size <10 cm DBH (diameter at breast height; referred to as small trees) in more
than 90% of the cases and up to 97% (refs. 18,39,40). The effect of elephants on the
mortality rate of small trees and their specific feeding behaviour is unknown in
closed-canopy forests and observed stem breaks are not a reliable measure of tree
mortality19,39,41. An estimate of small-tree survivorship due to foraging of highly
destructive herbivores is reported from wild boar (Sus scrofa) in Malaysian forests,
where 93.4% of saplings had resprouted after breakage38. This finding might suggest
that the survival rate of dicot plants (the main diet of elephants in closed-canopy
African forests) might be higher than 80%, as dicots can resprout after elephant
browsing or trampling. Forest elephants also have a direct effect on trees with
DBH between 10 and 30 cm, which are occasionally uprooted or pushed over. The
mortality in this size class has been estimated to be between 1.0 and 1.4% (refs. 18,19).
Trees >30 cm DBH are mostly subject to debarking and no correlation has been
found between debarking and tree mortality42. Thus, to model elephant disturbance
we considered two separate size classes: 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm; these classes were
given separate survivorship values. We implemented the new elephant disturbance

in ED2 by defining a size-dependent and PFT-independent survivorship with two
parameters: Sst, survivorship of small trees (<10 cm DBH) and Slt, survivorship of
large trees (≥10 and <30 cm DBH).
We also defined the elephant disturbance rate (λe) on the basis of the fraction
of area disturbed by elephants (Ae). We calculated λe by substituting A with Ae in
equation (2) for each prescribed elephant density. Elephant densities (expressed in
individuals km−2) and their corresponding Ae values (in parentheses) are: 0.25 (5),
0.5 (10), 0.75 (14), 1 (19), 2 (38), 3 (57), 4 (76) and 5 (95). The comprehensive
study by Wing and Buss18 is the only source of information to estimate Ae as a
function of elephant density (ρeph). Wing and Buss estimated that during 1 yr, the
elephant population in Kibale Forest Reserve (density of 0.75 individuals km−2)
interacted with 14% of all forest stems within the area occupied by elephants (their
range). We assumed that Ae = 14% because 98% of stems used by elephants are
less than 10 cm DBH and 75% are less than 2.5 cm DBH. As the vast majority of
stems in a forest are <10 cm DBH (and with no other data available), 14% is a first
approximation of Ae at a density ρeph = 0.75 individuals km−2. The Sst value was set
conservatively at 90%, which represents a 1.4% annual mortality at ρeph = 0.75—a
reasonable estimate considering the destructive nature of elephant foraging. The Slt
value was set to 90%, calculated from the 1.4% annual mortality reported by
Omeja et al.19 (same Kibale population studied by Wing and Buss18). The data from
Omeja et al.19 were used because Wing and Buss did not report mortality rates, only
the percentage of pushed-over trees (1.08%). The mortality and survivorship values
we have chosen should be considered conservative; a view that is confirmed by
comparison to another study40. The Sst estimation is uncertain and we performed a
sensitivity analysis to evaluate its effect on model results (see the sensitivity analysis
in the Supplementary Information).
Modelling protocol and runs at variable elephant densities. The initial 500 yr
spin-up period without elephants was used to create a steady-state forest. This
steady state set the initial conditions for the second phase, in which elephants were
introduced. The second phase lasted for 1,500 yr and included a control simulation
with zero elephant density and a set of simulations with variable densities. We
chose to simulate 1,500 yr to evaluate long-term trends and identify any unstable
states. We parameterized density scenarios on the basis of our initial assumption
at a density of 0.75 individuals km−2 associated with a disturbed area of 14% by
assuming a constant ratio between Ae and ρeph. This assumption implies that
following a change in density, elephants will disturb a higher (or lower) fraction
of the landscape but that the local effect, survivorship of plants (Sst and Slt) will
remain constant within the disturbed area. In other words, at any ρeph, the local
effect will be the same (90% survivorship) but the disturbance is applied to an
area proportional to the density of elephants. This is a reasonable assumption,
given that the group size of forest elephants is usually small (between two and
four individuals43) with minimal overlap between groups44, except when they
gather in forest clearings. Following this assumption, we created ρeph scenarios
based on a range of previously reported ρeph across central Africa. The density
scenarios include (in individuals km−2): low (0.25), medium (0.5, 0.75, 1 and 2),
high (3 and 4) and extreme (5). Low and medium densities are observed more
often. When poaching is limited or absent, ρeph could be between 0.5 and 1.0 km−2
(refs. 8). Higher densities have been documented less frequently than low and
medium ones. Still, elephant densities of 2–3 km−2, and in some periods up to
4–5 km−2, appear in the literature for different parts of central Africa20,45–47. In the
model, 5 individuals km−2 disturb 95% of the landscape, a limit scenario in which a
population is constrained within a certain area. Given the assumption concerning
the Ae:ρeph ratio, values farther away from the baselines of 14% for Ae and of 0.75 for
ρeph should be interpreted with caution, because at higher densities the effect over
a large area might deviate from this assumption. As the area simulated in ED2 is
not tied to a specific geographic location, the results can be interpreted in terms of
elephant density and extrapolated to any area (from the hectare to regional scale),
assuming comparable environmental conditions and forest properties. However,
elephant disturbance in the model is not spatially explicit, so the simulations are
more representative of a stand-scale average effect. In reality, elephant movement
in closed-canopy forests occurs along trails and is influenced by water and fruit
availability17. Note that movement does not necessarily involve disturbance once
elephant trails are defined. However, the continuous use of trails by elephants is
needed to maintain them. To address this model limitation and scale up the model
results to the regional scale, we use Ae values of 5, 10, 14, 19, 38, 57, 76 and 95 to
calculate estimates of AGB at the regional scale (AGBregional; in Mg ha−1), using a
weighted average based on ED2 results for each simulated elephant density:
AGBregional = AGBelephant × (Ae ) + AGBcontrol × (1−Ae )

(3)

where AGBelephant (in Mg ha−1) is the modelled AGB at steady state from the different
elephant density simulations, and AGBcontrol (in Mg ha−1) is from the simulation
without elephants. To calculate the effect on AGB across the whole central African
rainforest zone (2.2 million km2), we first calculated elephant density on the basis
of historical estimates of elephant populations and elephant range8,24,25. We define
the range as the fraction of central African rainforest occupied by elephants. We
then multiplied AGBregional at the elephant density of interest by the range derived
from each historical estimate, thus this calculation already accounts for the area
disturbed/undisturbed within the total range.
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Forest inventory data. We obtained forest inventory data from the Ndoki Forest
(NF17) (1.5–3° N, 16–17° E) near the Nouabalé-Ndoki National Park, Republic of
Congo, and from LuiKotale research site (LK11) (2°47′ S, 20°21′ E) at the edge of the
Salonga National Park, Democratic Republic of the Congo. Both sites are located
in lowland primary forest with very low human disturbance and no permanent
human settlements nearby; they have comparable environmental conditions
(climate and soil)11,17. Elephants have been absent from LK for more than 30 yr
(ref. 11), whereas NF is one of the last strongholds of forest elephants in the Congo
Basin, with a population density of 0.56 individuals km−2 (ref. 17). Forest inventory
data include all trees with DBH ≥ 10 cm. LK data comprise 15 plots of 1 ha (ref. 11),
and NF data include 230 paired small plots of 200 m2 at elephant trail intersections
and at random locations between 50 and 100 m from the intersection17. LK data
also include trees with DBH <10 cm and height >200 cm, referred to as elephantdisturbed in the main text. The high abundance of elephant-preferred adult
trees in the Ndoki plots, particularly the ones on trail intersections10,17, suggests
that elephants have been visiting the trails areas for a long time and influenced
plant recruitment and forest structure. Note that trail intersections tend to form
near large fruiting trees, thus half of the Ndoki data contain some spatial bias
in size-class distribution, but is not statistically significant from other datasets
(Supplementary Table 3). We added to our comparison a set of 23 additional 1 ha
plots from NF from other sources48,49. These plots (called Ndoki undisturbed in
the main text and Table 1) were randomly sampled across NF, as opposed to the
other NF plots that were chosen to be either on the trails or around them. We
consider these 23 plots as undisturbed, although we acknowledge that some might
contain elephant trails. However, as elephant disturbance applies to only a fraction
of the landscape, these undisturbed plots may still contain a small proportion of
disturbed trees but offer a contrasting view compared with the rest of the Ndoki
plots. We classified forest inventory data according to their elephant disturbance
history: no disturbance for the LK plots and NF undisturbed, and continuous
disturbance (the NF disturbed plots from ref. 17). The NF plots cover a relatively
small area (4.6 ha), but their census gives one of the few datasets for pristine forest
in the lowland Congo Basin17 where the effect of elephants can be measured.
For comparison, Omeja et al.19 surveyed 5 ha to estimate tree mortality due to
elephants. As elephant poaching is highly correlated with roads, most forests where
elephants have disappeared have been logged or have been under concession8,48
(Supplementary Section B). Compared to sites where biomass and forest structure
is impacted by anthropogenic effects, LK is far away from roads and has not been
disturbed by fire or logging, offering an ideal reference site for the absence of
elephants. Forest plots are rare in undisturbed forests without elephants. We found
only two sites across central Africa with conditions similar to LK, but could not
confirm the timing of elephant disappearance (Supplementary Section B).
Statistical analysis. We compared results from the variable elephant density
simulations against the control (no elephant disturbance). We aggregated elephant
density simulations with similar results in terms of AGB/NPP dynamics and new
steady-state values. Simulations were grouped into four bins (individuals km−2):
low (0.25), medium (0.5, 0.75, 1 and 2), high (3 and 4) and extreme (5). We
identified the periods of lowest variability in forest properties using a moving
standard deviation with a window size of 100 yr for the medium-term effects (first
250 yr after elephant introduction) and a window size of 200 yr for the long-term
effects. A moving standard deviation was necessary because vegetation changes
through time. We also disentangled how alterations in ecological processes at the
stand level contribute to variations in forest structure and function.
We calculated AGB following ref. 50 and used the Global Wood Density
Database51 to determine species wood density. Wood density data were assigned
first by using data from tropical Africa, by species and then by genus. If no match
was found, we used data from other tropical regions. Any unidentified species
were assigned the plot-averaged wood density52. Previously published data from
NF provided AGB, wood density and stem density12,48,49. To analyse the differences
in forest structure across and within the two sites we used the Student’s t-test
(two-sided) for normally distributed data and the Wilcoxon sum-rank test (twosided) for non-normally distributed data. Confidence intervals were calculated
with non-parametric bootstrapping (n = 10,000 for both sites). For the ED2 model
data and published central African data, we calculated confidence intervals with
the standard deviation. We also fitted a Weibull function to the distribution of
tree sizes to validate the model and compare model simulations. The parameters
of the Weibull distribution are shape (β) and scale (α); these determine the form
of the distribution: β is an index to represent the relative frequency of small trees,
a higher β indicates a higher relative frequency of small trees and α is a close
approximation of the median of the distribution53.
Sensitivity analysis. We performed a sensitivity analysis on the parameter Sst,
which represents the effect of disturbance on small plants, and was the parameter
estimated with the highest uncertainty. The 0–10 cm DBH size class contains
the greatest number of plants in a stand and mortality in this size class plays
an important role in vegetation dynamics15, including long-term legacy effects.
The effect of λe is already shown through the prescribed density scenarios and
the sensitivity analysis was performed including these scenarios. The analysis of
sensitivity to Sst was run for 1,500 yr at each prescribed density, three values of Sst
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were tested: 90% (baseline), 80% and 70%. The sensitivity analysis revealed that
the model is rather insensitive to changes in small tree survivorship because most
results are within 10% of each other (Supplementary Fig. 7). Prescribed elephant
density and survivorship values can affect the path and time to reach a new steady
state after introducing elephants. Overall, the differences among values of Sst
affected the long-term trends after 250–300 years more strongly, indicating that
long-term results are more sensitive to different survivorship values than mediumterm results (Supplementary Fig. 7). High survivorship, the one used as our main
parameterization, produced slightly lower AGB at low elephant densities and
slightly higher AGB at high elephant densities compared with other survivorship
values. These results reinforce our findings that at low elephant densities thinning
increases AGB, whereas at higher densities, more intense thinning produces the
opposite effect. In the 0.5 individuals km−2 scenario, a typical elephant density, the
variability due to a lower survivorship of small trees is between 3% and 7%, which
indicates a low sensitivity of the model and minimal uncertainty in our stand-scale
and regional results. Further considerations and results for Sst are presented in
Supplementary Section A.

Data availability

Forest data are available for NF upon request to S.B. and for LK at www.forestplots.net.
Central Africa forest data are available in the supplementary material of
Lewis et al.12 and Slik et al.49 and in the main text of Poulsen et. al.48.

Code availability

The ED2 model code is available at https://github.com/fabeit/ED2/tree/
master/ED/src.
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